PART H. ECONOMICS
INTRODUCTION
E
the chapter on population the phenomenal growth in recent
j ears in the number of people living in the Survey Area has been
measured. In this part it will be shown that this growth has been
closely connected with the industrial development of Oxford, for it
is the opportunities offered by this development which have been
responsible for attracting the majority of those people who have
come to the neighbourhood in recent years. The effect on the occupa-
tional distribution of the population will be analysed, and the reper-
cussions of the new industrial features on the shopping facilities and
the agricultural life of the Area will also be discussed.
The nature and significance of the recent changes may be briefly
shown by indicating the outstanding industrial characteristics of
Oxford and its neighbourhood before the War and at the present
time. In the rural areas, right up to the walls of the city itself,
agriculture was, before the War, the leading, indeed practically the
only, industry. It is still the primary pursuit in the country-side, but
the situation now differs in that a great many workers who live in the
country look to manufacture and commerce, and not to the land, for
their livelihood.
In Oxford itself printing was the leading industry before the War.
The university has for hundreds of years been responsible for its
maintenance in Oxford. The University Press, which was founded
in 15 8 5 with the aid of a loan of £100 from the university, dominated
the trade in Oxford and was the only really big industrial unit in the
city. The extent to which it has now been outdistanced by the motor
industry is a measure of Oxford's changing face. It was, indeed, in
occupations centring round the university that the people mainly
worked before the War. A report of 1908* on the occupations of the
20,000 or so people working in Oxford at that date showed that the
'productive' work was, in the main, printing and building. There
were in addition breweries, a marmalade factory, a cheap clothing
factory, some book-binding and cabinet-making, but the greater
part of the working population was engaged in the distributive trades
and in the rendering of services. 'The shops, the places of business,
the lodging-houses, the Colleges, find the population its work/2
1	Published by the Diocesan Social Service Committee.
2	Oxford Tims, October zist, 1911, and cf. C. V. Butler, Social Conditions in Oxford
(1912), pp. 38-9.

